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Hank gets down to the nitty gritty about meiosis, the special type of cell division that is necessary
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Activities. Sockosome models of chromosomes (made from pairs of socks) are used to illustrate
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Hank gets down to the nitty gritty about meiosis, the special type of cell division that is necessary
for sexual reproduction in eukaryotic organisms. Welcome to CELLS alive! Explore * Study * Play
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BioCoach Activity Concept 1: An Overview. Meiosis involves two successive divisions of a
diploid (2N) eukaryotic cell of a sexually reproducing organism that result. The Biology Project,
an interactive online resource for learning biology developed at The University of Arizona. The
Biology Project.
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Complete the concept map comparing mitosis and meiosis. Use the following terms, each term
can be used one or more times: diploid cell, one cell division, four . C4.5 Mitosis Student Map
Example 2. C4.6 Meiosis Student Map Example 2. C5. Student Concept Mapping Experience 2:
Expert Maps. C5.1 Cell Reproduction .
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